Bio 3058 In-Term Exam
Answer Sheet
February 14, 2019

1. A B C D E F G H1.
5. A B C D E F G H5.
10. A B C D E F G H10.
17. A B D E F G H17.

STEIN REGRADE POLICY:

All requests for regrades must be submitted within 7 days after graded answer sheets are returned.

1. If there is an error in grading, an answer that is correct according to the key is marked wrong, or an arithmetic error, write a note explaining the problem. Staple the note to your graded answer sheet. Place the note and the sheet under Stein's Monsanto 216 Office Door prior to the regrade deadline.

2. If you disagree with the posted answer key, you must follow a different procedure. Explain the disagreement in an EMail to Stein at stein@wustl.edu that you send prior to the regrade deadline. Do not hand in your graded answer sheet. Stein will respond to your EMail.